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DISK SERVICE

MAIL SERVICE

PRINT SERVICE
I. SIGN-ON

WORK STATION

AUTH. SERVICE

I AM SCHWARZ

KEYS FOR:
- PRINT SERVICE
- DISK SERVICE
- MAIL SERVICE

PLEASE
I. SIGN-ON

WORK STATION

I AM SCHWARZ
KEYS FOR:
- PRINT SERVICE
- DISK SERVICE
- MAIL SERVICE

PLEASE,

USER | SERVICE
--- | ---
| PRINT | MAIL | DISK
--- | --- | ---
- | - | -
- | - | -
SCHWARZ | OK | NO | OK
- | - | -
- | - | -

SERVICE | KEY
--- | ---
| PRINT | KPRINT
| DISK | KDISK
| MAIL | KMAIL
I. SIGN-ON

WORK STATION

AUTH. SERVICE

I AM SCHWARZ
KEYS FOR:
- PRINT SERVICE
- DISK SERVICE
- MAIL SERVICE
PLEASE

SCHWARZ 5/9/85 10:15 SESSION KEY
SCHWARZ 5/9/85 10:15 SESSION KEY
SCHWARZ 5/9/85 10:15 SESSION KEY
SCHWARZ 5/9/85 10:15 SESSION KEY

KPRINT
KDISK
KMAIL
KSCHWARZ
II. USING A PROTECTED SERVICE

WORK STATION

PRINT SERVICE

KSESSION

KERINT

KERINT

SCHWARZ 5/9/85 10:15 SESSION KEY

SCHWARZ 5/9/85 10:20

DATA FOR PRINTER

...